
Letter from Mr. Aurel Eller of Groffstrasse 3, Munich, Germany 

Dated 21 Apr 1957, to James William Hook 

In the dark ages, 6th - 7th centuries, our era, lived in my hometown, 

Lindenberg in Allgau - formerly Lintiberic - (then only a dense Jungle) 

- powerful giants from 3-4 meters tall. They were called teutones and 

came from Jutland. They moved on gradually during the 8th century, 

and in the 9th century came the Alamans, who settled down by 

Bodensee. They were of Swedish? (Schweben?) origin, and they in their 

turn descended from the Germanic race.  

Single families of the Alamans wandered into Westallgau. These again 

spread out as early settlers in the old forest regions of that time.  

One of these settlers with the forename ELLO, and his family, cleared 

land in an opening of the forest, at the foot of Hirschberg. This 

clearing became the ancestral seat of the Eller family. (Hirschberg is in 

the Algauer Alps near Bregens on Lake Constance.) 

It is true that I cannot positively ascertain the genealogy of our fore 

fathers before the beginning of the 1500’s because my studies were 

made very difficult during the war years.  

In the city archives of St. Gallen (Switaerland), the state archives in 

Bregenz (Vorarlbert in Austria), and in the state archives in Neuberg on 

the Danube, are valuable material about the heads of the Dutchy of 

Altenburg and family, their bondsmen and serfs.  

The real authentic proven founder of our family in Algau is Michael 

Eller of Unterstein, near Scheldegg (Algau) born in 1630. According to 

his father he must have been born in Unterstein or in Ellersreute, 

because the two towns lie only about two kilometers apart.  



In the middle of the 1500's to the beginning of the 1600's Mathlas 

Eller was living in Ellersreute and Hans Eller was living in Unterstein, 

while seven others of the name were landlords in the same region. 

I have seen the birth record (22 July 1724) of one Christian Eller, 

second son of one Michael Eller; also of finding a birth record of one 

Anna Eller, born 1695, daughter of one Melcholr Eller.  

                 ---------------------------------------------------- 

Letter from Mr. Aurel Eller of Groffstrasse 3, Munich, Germany 

Dated 1 Jun 1957, to Wayne M. Eller 

The Eller family had its beginning with one "Chr. Ello" who, in the 9th 

century A.D., was living in Hirschberg near Bregens on Lake Constance 

where he established, out of virgin forest, the "Ellers Clearing" that has 

existed to the present day.  

The name Henry (Heinrich) does not appear in Algau while the name 

George is often found. 

There was a great Eller family of the Rhineland, and an Eller-Ritter 

Family whose family seat has been in Duaseldorf for centuries, owning 

estates and castles as far up the Rhine River as Cologne. An heir of this 

family was Heinrich Adam von Eller, lord of Burgau who was given his 

princely credentials in 1572-77 and married Cecille von Bongard.  

It is from one of these Rhineland families this writer has believed, and 

confesses he still believes, the Ellers of this genealogy descended but 

can supply no proof. 

Another famous Eller family was the branch located in Solda, Italy on 

the border of the Tyrol where the Hotel Eller now stands at the foot of 

Ortlergebirges Glacier. This family originated in Algau before 1570. 


